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PROTIPS
VINTAGE BIKES AND CRAIGSLIST
FOR DUMMIES, PART 1
Will Rei, Craigslist Extraordinare

Invariably, at some point, one of your friends
will ask you for road bike advice. If your friends are
like mine, they won’t want to spend very much. In
most cases this bike will function as a commuter.
There is no shortage of bike-boom bikes floating
around on craigslist that will fit the bill. The trick
is knowing what to ask, what to look for when seeing the bike in person, and what to walk away
from. This month’s edition of protips is designed to
break down the elements of vintage road bike shopping into foundational elements for the non-bike
inclined buyer and the complete bike dummy.

THE BIKES
In the 70’s and 80’s, the “bike boom” hit
the United States. Everyone and their moms
bought road bikes. The Tour was huge. This
led to some exquisite bikes, and some incredibly cheap bikes.
Since then, the value of these “vintage”
bikes has pretty much levelled off. It’s not
going anywhere fast. The bikes that will be
rare are already rare, the bikes that are bountiful will stay that way.
Japanese bikes are like Japanese cars,
they’re typically pretty reliable. They are
sturdy and reliable bikes, and are inexpensive
because so many thousands were made, and
most are not particularly light. Japanese
bikes almost always feature Japanese components, which are equally bulletproof.
The French and Italians made some of
the best bikes during the bike boom, but
aren’t as foolproof as Japanese bikes. The
components typically require (read: deserve)
attention and cleaning. The best of these
bikes are equipped with Campagnolo parts,
low-end bikes often had Simplex parts. In
general, it’s best to consult the web or an
owners’ forum before diving into or writing
off a French or Italian bike.
American, Canadian and British bikes
tended to be hit or miss. Cannondale made
some greats, vintage Treks are sought after
by collectors, and Centurion’s quality fluctuated. Many say that the only true road bike
Schwinn made was the Paramount. If you
find one, it’s worth checking out just for the

This 1986 Peugeot PH 10LE is a prime example of why you’ll want to research certain French bikes. It
looks good, but this model has the infamous Maillard Helicomatic freewheel in the back. Helico’s have
undersized bearings and are prone to failure. On a failed unit, the pedals will spin freely in both directions.

rarity, but expect to pay for it. Like European
bikes, it’s smart to look closely at these bikes
before you get too excited.
After the bike boom, a few companies
just weren’t able to keep sales up and were
bought up by a Taiwanese manufacturer
called Kinesis Industry Co. Ltd. Kinesis now
owns the storied names of Dawes, Mercier,
Motobecane, and Windsor. So, if you buy a
Motobecane today, it’ll be made in Taiwan,
not France. They aren’t poor bikes by any
means, they’re easy to find online and are
affordable. Beware, however, that these Taiwanese bikes have poor resale value due to
their production volume and starting price.
Possibly the most important thing to
watch out for is the “department store bike.”
At the peak of the bike boom, stores like
Montgomery Wards and Sears began selling
so-called ‘road bikes.’ Universally, the qual-

ity of these bikes is abysmal. Stay away from
Wards and Sears brand bikes, as well as Free
Spirit and early Huffy road bikes.

SIZING
Frames are measured by the length of
the seat tube, and correspond to the rider’s
height or inseam length (this has changed
with the advent of proportional frames, but
we’re still talking vintage bikes). It is proper
to take this measurement in centimeters.
Subtracting 28 cm from your inseam length
will give you a ballpark figure for your frame
size. Don’t guess your size; go to a shop and
test ride or sit on road bikes there to get a feel
for what you like. What’s really important is
how comfortable you feel with the reach you
make to the handlebars. The seat height is
always adjustable, the top tube length is not.

PROTIPS
THE FRAME
Not all frames are created equal. Frame
material, weight, and most of all geometry
will affect the way feel of the ride. “Upright”
geometry is the sign of a bike designed with
competition in mind. And the less bow in the
front fork, the more rigid it is. This is very
common on criterium bikes (a circuit race
held on closed city streets). A fork that bows
isn’t necessarily bad, it’s usually just indicative of a touring or distance bike. Criterium
bikes are characterized by a short wheelbase
and upright geometry, for ultimate handling
and responsiveness.

slightly more detail. Stamped dropouts are
thinner and f lat, because they are, well,
stamped. Since this is a cheaper method, it’s
found of cheaper bikes. Nice bikes don’t always have forged dropouts, but cheap bikes
always have stamped dropouts.

“CAMPAGNOLO
IS THE SIGN OF
TRUE CRAFTSMANSHIP,
BONA FIDE
BIKE PORN.”

FRAME QUALITY
A lot of older bikes have “butted” “double butted” or even “triple butted” frames.
Butting means that the tubes are thicker at
the ends where they meet the frame, and
thinner in the middle of the tube to reduce
weight. Un-butted tubing is called straightgauge tubing and is much heavier and less
responsive. Butting is coupled with something called Chromoly. Chromoly is steel
with high carbon content, ideal for brazing
or welding to. Sometimes these butted tubes
are bear a decal identifying the tubing manufacturer. Most name brand tubing provides a
nice ride, but be sure to check for dents and
cracks in the frame.
The frame is more important to the ride
quality than some think, so knowing a good
one when you see it is critical. One way to
identify a high quality frame is to examine
the lugs. Lugging is found on steel road bikes
where the tubes are cemented together. Good
bikes will have very ornamented or distinctive lugging. Many great bikes also have a
shape cutout in the bottom bracket; most
notably the Colnago clover and the Gios
Torino “Gt” cutouts.
Another way to examine the quality of
the frame is to look at the rear dropouts. Your
road bike will most likely have semi-vertical
or vertical dropouts. Your single-speed or
track bike will have rearward, horizontal
dropouts to permit chain tensioning. That’s
not important though. Anyway. There are
three types of dropouts: Stamped, forged and
investment cast. Investment cast is of the
highest quality, found on handmade bikes
like Gios Torinos. Forged dropouts are desirable. They usually look thicker and have
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bikes that new, this note is obsolete. So,
you’re left with three types of shifters: downtube, headtube and bar-end. You want down
tube shifters.
Down tube shifters are levers attached
to the diagonal tube where you mount your

THE COMPONENTS
I mentioned the equipment before, but
it’s certainly worth elaborating on. Shimano,
Suntour and Dia Compe are the brands you’ll
find most often, if only because of sheer production numbers. Shimano is generally regarded as the most reliable. Campagnolo is
the sign of true craftsmanship, bona fide bike
porn. Simplex parts often use plastic where
only metal will do, and are prone to issues
from aging. Stay away from Simplex parts.
This is the most important part of road
bike shopping, in my opinion. These two
things can make or break a bike.
First, cheater/suicide brakes. You’ll notice that the majority of vintage road bikes on
craigslist have two sets of brake levers: one
vertical pair and one horizontal pair that is
inboard of the vertical levers. The horizontal
brakes are called cheaters, suicide brakes, or
turkey wings and may look convenient, but
are the sign of a low quality bike, and make
for sketchy braking.
Because the design of vintage suicide
levers partially applies the brake, there is less
available lever travel, which can lead to
brakes that never fully grab. Also, the mount
system for the levers is prone to falling off.
Second, down tube shifters. Chances
are, the bike you’re buying will not have integrated shifters, because if you’re buying

water bottle. They are another sign of a good
bike. It may seem like a stretch for you to
reach down that far to shift, but trust me it’s
better that way. The alternative is head tube
shifting. These are levers mounted at the base
of the handlebar stem where it joins to the
frame. When you shift with these, you’ll
notice that your center of gravity is much
higher, especially compared to using down
tube shifters. It’s much harder to get used to
(as are bar-end shifters which reside on the
endcaps of the drop handlebars), so go with
the pedigreed down tube shifters if you can.
Regarding the shifters themselves, if
you can, try and score a bike with indexed
shifters. Indexed shifters are set up to match
the gears they are mounted to. When you
slide the gear lever, it clicks into position. On
late 70’s and 80’s bikes there are not index
marks for the shifters, you have to go on friction alone. Friction shifters like that are not
bad, but take some getting used to. Indexed
shifters are gravy on a bike. -WR
Next time in protips: how to conduct craigslist transactions like a boss, and in part 3, the
basics of owning and riding a vintage bike once
you’ve bought one.

THE MIDWAY PRO.
Clip-in Compatible Protection For Your Feet
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WE THE PEOPLE:
READER’S RIDES

ROAD MAGAZINE TAKES A LOOK AT
25 OF THE MOST INTERESTING, COOL
AND UNIQUE BIKES FROM EVERY
CORNER OF OUR READERSHIP.
BY WILL REI
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DEREK DONG’S

2009 MERCIER
KILO TT

No, it’s not a road bike. No, it’s not a Mercier of old,

SPECS & NOTABLES

nor was it built in France by men with moustaches. No,

1. Soma Ensho Saddle + Oury grips

it doesn’t apologize for any of these things. Derek

2. Azonic Barretta Stem + Truvativ Hussefelt Risers

Dong’s Kilo TT is about self expression, not tradition.

3. Surly 18t rear cog + KMC white chain

The track-bike-out-of-context has received a love-hate

4. MKS Sylvan Pedals + SAGlife double straps

title of “fixie.” If ever there was a fixie, this would be it.

5. 700c Aerospoke + 700c B43 Deep V

“IT BREAKS A LOT OF
NECKS AROUND CAMPUS”
The Kilo TT is a track bike only by virtue of its
rearward-facing fork ends and its high-vertical-clearance bottom bracket designed for scaling the banked
turns of a velodrome. Outside these, it’s a bike built for
style and daily use.
And what a style it has. The thematic paint scheme
is anything but subtle. Tongue fully in cheek, Derek
claims “it breaks a lot of necks riding around campus.”
We’re inclined to believe him.

MICHAEL MEYER’S

2003 KESTREL
TALON SL

The unmistakable appearance of bare carbon has
a certain allure, a certain presence. It is half the reason
Michael Meyer’s Kestrel Talon is so striking. Meyer got
the bike from a friend who built up bikes in his free
time. Turns out, he also had a thing for hand lettering,
the other half of the reason it stands out. Emblazoned
across the downtube in ornate Oldstyle lettering, the
bike reads “STAY GOLD.” Meyer admits he was never
told what exactly it represents, but it looks nice.
Equally enigmatic is the message penned in graffiti-like handwriting on the inside of the chainstay:
“VEGAN STRAIGHT EDGE.” Veganism is part of most
peoples’ vocabulary, but “straight-edge” lesser so. It
is often defined as abstinence from all drugs, alcohol,
and sometimes sex.
The bike’s messages remain cryptic. They may
signify a mind-set in which only cycling brings true joy,

SPECS & NOTABLES

or they may be ironic or satirical. Perhaps a follow-up

1. Shimano WH-R540 wheelset

interview with the man himself is in the works, but for

2. Ritchey Pro Seatpost + Vetta TT saddle

now, this fascinating, daily-ridden lightweight is sub-

3. Ritchey WCS handlebars + Dia Compe Aheadset

ject to the imagination.

4. Stripped carbon frame + hand lettering
5. SRAM Rival gruppo + FSA crankset + 53t/39t rings
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WILL REI’S

1991 TREK 1200
ALUMINUM

Yes, I’m featuring my own bike, come at me bro.
After all, this is a readers’ rides special, and I’ve read
this magazine a lot.
I first noticed the 1200 two years ago, and it was
love at first sight. The oversized aluminum tubes and
garish paint accented by slick silver Shimano components, dark wheels, stem and saddle. At six-foot-six,
my collection of bikes if oft determined by frame size
availability, but the internet delivered, and I found a
61cm example listed near me.
Arguably the most prominent quality of this Trek
1200 is the factory paint scheme. Chartreuse (read:
neon) with black splatter paint. It is a time capsule
delivered straight from the end of an era in which dayglow anything was encouraged. In fact, it is a timecapsule in more ways than one. I bought this bike at a
flea market, from a man who bought it at the estate

SPECS & NOTABLES

sale of a doctor. It was fairly obvious it hadn’t been

1. Trek-manufactured Matrix ISO-IIC wheels

ridden in years, but it just needed some elbow grease.

2. Selle Italia Turbo Saddle

I took it home, rejuvenated it and it has ridden like a

3. Neon everything

dream ever since. 90’s Treks are so choice. If you have

4. SR Sakae Modolo Anatomic handlebars

the means, I highly recommend picking one up.

5. Shimano RX-100 gruppo + 53t/42t chainrings

By Adam Leddin, contributing writer from cycleEXIF.com
Photos by Adam Eldridge, Chris Walker & John Watson

ADAM ELDRIDGE IS
STANRIDGE SPEED
After featuring a few bikes by Stanridge Speed, I was keen to
find out a little more about the man who wields the torch, Adam
Eldridge. It’s refreshing to hear the thoughts of a staunchly
patriotic builder who places such a strong emphasis on the quality of the handmade bicycle.
ROAD readers know you as the man behind Stanridge Speed,
can you tell us a little about your cycling history?
Let me start by saying, growing up we didn’t have money.
Looking back it’s tough to understand how my father made it
happen. I’ve developed a tremendous appreciation for my parents guidance and support. I continue to be thankful for the
support they lend to me everyday. We skipped the LBS for the
yard sales to buy my first “big” bike. A junker was bought with
allowance from feeding the dog etc. Sky blue rattle-can paint,
Ajax on the yellow vinyl banana seat and SOS pads brought the
bike back. Like every other kid my age, ramp building was the
name of the game in the summers. Crazy tail whips going down
in the gravel with my coaster and blowing up both knees
up in the process.

At some point there was a graduation to a brand spankin’ new
gold and black Huffy BMX. It was polished and washed every
day eventually ending up white because of all the dried residual
wax left behind. The bike became an even bigger part of my life
when my right ring finger tip was severed in a stationary exerciser. Hand pedaling the crank and making the back wheel spin
to record speed awarded me with a lasting trophy I can’t seem
to lose. The ambulance ride was a dream come true.
At university in 99’ I caught the MTB bug. The M300 rekindled
my love of cycling. The competitive spirit, the challenge of the
trails, whipping past super V’s on a ridged rig really got me
going. The trails in the Daniel Boone National Park were at my
doorstep. It was awesome. Graduation from University was
filled with transient living because of corporate relocations and
the ol’ MTB going in the storage shed. Four years out of College
I picked up road biking after taking a position at a LBS and have
never looked back. Now you can find me out and about around
the city proper every day.
Have you worked with any other material
other than steel? What are the qualities of
steel that makes it so appealing?
I haven’t worked with any other material
other than steel. Someday we will start to
explore and build with other materials.
Liquidity and a lack of working
knowledge are the roadblocks
now. Steel has been around for
so many years, it will continue
to be refined and will stay
around and it will always
be part of our portfolio.

“VISITORS ARE SURPRISED WHEN THEY SEE MY SPACE. THEY’RE EXPECTING SOME MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR FACILITY.

IT DOESN’T TAKE MUCH TOOLING TO
BUILD A BICYCLE.”
36

“THE DESIGNS ARE TIMELESS, WE’LL BE
USING STEEL IN 20 YEARS.
IT WON’T BE A TRENDY LOOKING OBJECT.”

The ability to quickly and easily repair steel after a mishap appeals to me, and should to others. We’re a microwave, one
minute rice world. When I say quick and easy, this means it
probably won’t get thrown in the rubbish bin after it smacks
the ground.
We want our clients to pass their bikes down to the next generation. We believe in legacies and intrinsic value. Our bikes are
built to carry on the the original buyer’s spirit. Not only will the
bikes last a lifetime based on construction and structure, we feel
visually they’ll stand the test of time. We’ve all read and heard
it a million times before. I’ll say it again, the ride of a well made
custom triple-butted steel bike cant be duplicated. However, it’s
more than the “qualities” of the steel as we start to explore the
nuances of the ride. It’s the construction quality, butt lengths,
tube wall thickness and geometry. After you feel the bike, lift it
up, hop on and ride it you just understand it’s made properly
and well. The designs are timeless, we’ll be using steel in 20
years. It won’t be a trendy looking object. We’re not trenddriven. Hopefully you can tell by looking at our bikes that
they’re made in the USA. I’m proud of this. You see our bikes
and you know they’re handmade. You know not everyone is
going to have one.
When creating a frame for a customer, how does your design
ethos influence the final product?
Building for the customer is the number one focus at Stanridge.
Our bikes are an extension of the customer. Almost blending
with the customer. I don’t let my personal riding style get in the
way of design. It’s tough to communicate such an abstract

feeling between two. My frame of reference may be completely
different from my clients. Constant communication and sign
offs keep the projects on track. The communication process is
the toughest part. The building is much more easy. Aesthetically
it’s okay to explore, and by aesthetically I’m referring to tube
diameters and shapes. Generally speaking it’s really not going
to do much for the overall ride. Geometry, Rake, Trail, Front
Center this is what affects the “feel.”
We’ve been blinded by so much junk. Most all of us have started
to understand this now. We’re starting to understand the difference. I think the economy caused a great deal of folks to
simplify. Now our decision making process may focus a bit more
on quality and durability.
You’re located in Columbus, Ohio. Have you cycled overseas?
How does Columbus compare, and why do you call it home?
Unfortunately, I have not had a chance to travel internationally.
I wish I could say yes. Right now the focus is on building the
brand. Being a high achiever bites me in the rear more often
than not. The grass is always greener on the other side, right?
Punching the clock I used to think about all the free time I’d
have.. yeah right. Ha.
A former employer relocated me to Cowtown (Columbus). I
didn’t know what to think of it. I didn’t even really care at the
time because I was climbing the ladder to the proverbial pot o’
gold. I’m so happy with Columbus, Ohio. It feels big but is quite
the opposite. It’s an easy place to build a network. There’s a great
sense of community pride and the bike scene is amazing.

“WE WANT OUR CLIENTS TO PASS THEIR
BIKES DOWN TO THE NEXT GENERATION.
WE BELIEVE IN LEGACIES AND INTRINSIC VALUE.”

Where do you see the ‘fixed gear’ scene developing in the next
few years?
They’ve been around since the 1900’s. They’re not going anywhere. It’s definitely chilled out. NJS ran it’s course. Now we’re
into the quasi 700C BMX deal. It’s giving the older dudes who
were into BMX in the 80’s the ability to get back into it. There
will always be a fixed scene. I have one request. Stop chopping
up Colnagos and Merckx’s man! (Laughs)
What are your thoughts about the increasing interest in bicycle
touring? Are townies, randos or porteurs the next fixie?
That’s a leading question! Ha. A strong interest in urban commuting is next. The Burbs’ are out. Cities are in. Baby boomers
with empty nests are proving this. They’re tried of cutting
they’re grass and house maintenance. They’re moving into
condos and traveling. After a couple months in an urban environment it’s discovered that a bike makes sense. Cities and
populations are adopting a healthy, “greener” attitude. There
will never ever be another demographic with more disposable
income than the baby boomers… pay attention to them.
Let’s talk about the Highstreet Pursuit (above). What was your
inspiration for this frame? Did you create this frame with the
velodrome or the street?
Growing up, I was always attracted to the Pursuit frame. Universally, one can look at a pursuit frame and understand that it’s built
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to do something. One may not know its intended use but most
often it’s understood that it’s a pure machine designed to do one
specific activity very well. I dig that. Cinelli really did a number
with the Laser Air produced in the 80’s and 90’s and raced in the
1988 Olympics in Seoul. It’s safe to say that photos of the Laser
Air got me thinking about a low pro pursuit style frame. I built
it for fun.
Does that mean velodrome? Does that mean street?
Track racing is not my discipline. If I were to say it would make a
good track bike, I’d be lying because I honestly don’t know the
intricate nuances of a great track frame from a riders point of
view. Soon, I’ll have a group of gentlemen at the Boulder velodrome test it as a prototype and provide me with feedback.
This is a departure from your previous frames, which have been
more traditional, lugged road frames, townies and track frames.
What challenges did working with this tubing and fabrication
method pose?
On the departure note: really what it comes down to is pushing
my personal envelope and growing as a builder. We all learn every
day. Keeping the brand fresh on a personal level involves exploration. Heat control and general fabrication posed challenges to me.
By general fabrication I’m saying my tube blocks and jig are not
designed to hold/work with aero tubing. The BB30 shell warped
after going through the heat cycles associated with the fillet brazing which posed some post construction opportunities.

The Highstreet Pursuit features a BB30. Can you explain to our
readers the advantage of running this setup?
A BB30 saves weight by accepting a 30mm aluminum spindle and
eliminating bearing cups. In my application I was concerned less
about the weight and more about surface area of the bottom
bracket shell. An oversize bottom bracket was needed to provide
me with real estate for the large aero down tube, seat tube and
chain stays. The system in conjunction with the oversize tubes I
assume will better resist deflection from pedaling forces. Again
this is a prototype. Unproven.
How does this frame fit into the Stanridge Speed portfolio?
What’s next for Stanridge Speed?
It opens my brand to another demographic. Another cyclist. Does
it fit into my portfolio? It sticks out like a sore thumb. I’m 3 again
and trying to jam a plastic square into a circle… But man I love
the Highstreet. I’ve never wanted to be that guy that ‘only’ builds
lugged steel. The Highstreet opens my brand to some that may
have cruised past before on the information highway.
My goal for this year is to build 50 frames and head to NAHBS in
2012. I’m striving to hone the business side of the brand and am
hoping to truly become efficient operationally as a company this
year. I’m lucky in the fact that I was gifted artistically yet went the
business route at university.
Being a single man operation is overwhelming at times. I find
myself working on the business 90% of the time and building a
frame the other 10%. I can’t tell you the last time I took a day off.
I’ve seen talented guys get the initial pop of business, buy a load
of lathes, mills and fixtures and then sit by the phone and wait for
it to ring until they fold. Now, it’s easy to see why this happens.
It’s a lot of operational work. At this point for me it’s weird to say
it’s more about laying a solid foundation operationally and
creating sound business practices and less about building this
type of frame or that type of frame.
I’ve been very careful up to this point not to over-expand and
over-tool my shop space. It’s almost comical; at this point the shop
is in a dankly lit very small industrial production space that some
may scoff at. Visitors are surprised when they see my space. I’m
guessing they’re expecting to walk into some multi-million dollar
production facility. It doesn’t take much tooling initially to build
a bicycle.
I’m excited to be working with an ex-Honda engineer. Andy may
end up being Stanridge Speed Employee Number 2. I’m continuing to work with a very talented local Columbus painter, Rory
does some great work; he painted the Highstreet.
“Stanridge” is an amalgamation of your grandfathers’ surnames.
What do you think their opinion of the Highstreet Pursuit
would be?
They’d laugh and ask “How do you ride that?”
The Highstreet Pursuit was a major project for Stanridge
Speed… What’s next?
That’s a secret!

Ed. Note: A very special thank you goes out to Adam Eldridge,
Adam Leddin, Chris Walker and John Watson for providing
great content and outstanding photography for this article.
stanridgespeed.com
cwalkerphotography.com

cycleexif.com		
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GEAR: HANDS-ON WITH
LEZYNE’S 2012 PRODUCT LINE

By Connor Bondlow

HANDS-ON WITH LEZYNE’S
2012 LED LIGHTING
Connor Bondlow

Lezyne’s headquarters in San Luis Obispo
hums with a muffled exuberance evident only by
sounds of fierce mouse clicking and the smell of
fresh espresso. The walls of tempered, seemingly
bulletproof glass resemble sheets of ice spanning
dark hardwood desks and tables, chest high. Out
of the frozen forest emerges an engineer clutching
something shiny. Monogrammed calipers peek out
from inside the front pocket of his Carhartts and
reflect morning light into your eyes, foreshadowing
his latest endeavor as you squint in anticipation.
“Check it— we made lights.”
We have all been deceived by the allure
of polished aluminum in the past. Finishes
corrode and scratch; seals crumble and batteries die. A natural reaction upon one’s first
encounter with most of this product line
might be one of intrigue and distrust; it just
looks too good.
It is not uncommon for the primary
function of a basic commuter light to be visibility (as in one’s visibility to oncoming traffic.) Lezyne sees this goal as a bonus to their
priority: allowing the rider to clearly see the
road, commuting or night riding, for as long
as possible.
“We noticed a hole in the market,” says
Marketing Manager Patrick Ribera-McKay.
“People want to be able to commute and actually see things, with the option of going on
an actual night ride. Nobody wants to pay
three hundred dollars for a light when they
only ride in dark during the winter months.”
The MiniDrive is the first of the line,
built to meet the needs of the serious commuter and casual night-rider. The simplicity
of the unit is matched by the amount of
thought that went into each feature. It’s basically a shiny tube that puts out 150 lumens
from a composite bar clamp. It feels good in
the hand and has the familiar, classic appeal
associated with a Maglite. Then you flip it
over and see a familiar shape — a USB port.
Every light in the lineup is USB rechargeable,
and should your battery die for good (most
likely sometime close to when you do) you
can go to Radio Shack and get a fresh one;
they aren’t proprietary. The clamp is custom

LEZYNE MINIDRIVE
MSRP $69.99
150 Lumens, up to 4.5 hour runtime, 66 grams

LEZYNE POWERDRIVE
MSRP $89.99
300 Lumens, up to 6 hour runtime, 102 grams

molded and is included in both regular and
oversized sizes, to fit any bar on any bike in
your fleet. The twist clamp can be replaced
with a standard hex bolt to make the setup a
bit more permanent. It’s sleek, yet burly
CNC machined aluminum body contains a
single, high-capacity lithium-ion battery.
Then it gets bigger.
The PowerDrive is cut from the same
pipe as the MiniDrive with double the battery capacity and double the power. At 300
lumens, you can commute yourself to the
woods for a midnight trail ride. It has a long
burn time, and with rechargeable batteries
that are also available separately, you can
just hang a few out the side of your laptop
while you’re at work, and then throw them
in your bag for your night ride afterwards.
No more dinky emergency lights for when
your big lamp goes out, just carry an extra
battery. As in all facets of Lezyne’s everexpanding arsenal of products, they finish
the line with a knockout—the SuperDrive.
The body style resembles the offspring
of a gun barrel and a Dodge Viper, polished
of course. With a 450 lumen output and a
bigger battery than its younger siblings, the
SuperDrive is designed for aggressive on- an
off-road night riding. With what the creators
refer to as the Uniform Power Beam, Lezyne
produced a winning combination between
the lens and ref lector dish that puts out a
powerful central beam of light that gradually diffuses into the periphery. It’s not a
blinding spotlight with a useless amount of
residual. This attention to detail could make
the Lezyne light lineup an instant industry
standard, combining the classic look and
functionality of machined aluminum with
modern day LED technology. -CB
Available now at lezyne.com or your LBS

LEZYNE SUPERDRIVE
MSRP$109.99
450 Lumens, up to 5 hour runtime, 126 grams

Ed. Note: Special thanks goes out to Lezyne’s
Chris Vanderlinden for providing high resolution
product photos!

ANECDOTES
EVERYTHING I KNOW I
LEARNED FROM DAD
Will Rei

As a kid, as far as I was concerned, my
dad Tim Rei’s Gios Torino and Motobecane
road bikes in the garage had spent their entire
lives in the rafters. They were just there, I
never really paid them any mind. I was busy
racing R/C cars and riding my Costco mountain bike off sweet dirt jumps with the neighborhood kids.
I grew out of that bike. I was all about
cars through high school. Bikes were nice,
but they weren’t my thing. Of course, like
many, I realized the importance of a bicycle
when I reached college. I dusted off that old
mountain bike and dutifully rode it to class
and back for the first few months of my freshman year, determined not to let it become
one of the many neglected bikes in the locks.
And then one day I saw a road bike for
the first time; I really saw it. It was a Trek
1200, and its rider was blowing by me up the
hill on the way back to the dorms, as my
knobbed tires hummed with the sound of
rolling resistance.
It was beautiful. The oversized tubes,
the skinny 700c tires, the quill stem and drop
handlebars. I didn’t know anything about
road bikes, but there was something about it.
I started asking my dad about road
bikes, and he was eager to share. We got out
some photo albums and old jerseys. We got
the Gios down from the rafters, and it sees a
little more action these days.
He started racing 1982 on the Motobecane, which he bought used. Two years later
he was in Category 2, where he raced for six
seasons through 1989, retiring shortly after
my sister was born.
He told me stories of racing with (and
getting dusted by) Eric Heiden and alongside
the one and only Bobke. He also unearthed
his race journal with times, diets and more.
He taught me how to change a tire, adjust a derailleur, wrap bars, tune brakes, pack
bearings, and that camp gas, Trif low and
WD40 can fix most problems. He taught me
all the basics of owning and maintaining a
road bike. Now I have my own small bike
collection, most of which have appeared in
this issue.
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Tim Rei (near, checker jersey) sprinting to the finish at the 1984 Hayward Giro on his then new Gios

I don’t consider myself a cyclist. I don’t
have the drive, I don’t eat right, and as a fulltime student, I don’t have the time either. But
I do have a great appreciation for all aspects
of road cycling. I am amazed by the powerhouse one has to be to be a cyclist, as well as
the determination and ability to conserve.

But I also love the culture: the builders, the
trainers, the teammates, the engineers who
design the bikes. These, and all the things my
dad taught me, are what inspired me to redesign ROAD magazine. So thanks, dad, and I
hope you readers enjoyed reading this magazine as much as I enjoyed designing it. -WR

NEW!
HeritagePack is the authentic Limited Edition ASSOS
original team issue replica jersey set. Each
heritagePack commemorates cycling apparel history,
as written by ASSOS. Original ASSOS-equipped teams,
original designs.

WHERE TO BUY? / WWW.ASSOS.COM
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Designed and bound by Will Rei
Created using Adobe CS4 and Lightroom 2
This magazine is dedicated to my father Tim Rei,
without whom this magazine wouldn’t exist.
Special thanks to Adam Eldridge, Adam Leddin,
Chris Walker, John Watson, Michael Meyer, Derek
Dong, Chris Vanderlinden and Brian Schoneberger

